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Candidates' Appeal
To Delay Election
Rejected by Judge

Jeff Alex~ndcr

One down, two to go ... , the six-gun wielding Gunfighters of Albuquerque showed students yesterday at Smith Plaza their rendition of Jaw and order in the Duke City, circa 1890.

State in Good Position to Uphold
R~stricting Exportation of Water
New Mexico is in a good legal
position to uphold its embargo
against exp01:ting water from the
Mesilla. Valley to El Paso, Texas,
according to a recent study of the
case Jaw and issues involved.
"Because the need for water is
crucial in New Mexico and because
the water laws prevent any
diversion in•state or out-of-state
that impairs water rights, New
Mexico can reasonably assert its
inter.est in preventing exportations
of water to neighboring states,"
Catherine B. Stetson, author of the
study, said.
Stetson Is a member of the
editorial board of the Natural
Resources Journal and attends the
University of New Mexico School
of Law. Her findings appear in the
latest issue of the journal, which is
published by the UNM Law School.
Last year,. the city of El Paso
filed suit in federal court against
New Mexico State Engineer Steve
Reynolds; seeking to have a New
Mexico statute which prohibits
exportation of groundwater
declared unconstitutional.
Critical to the suit is the question
of whether the embargo law unduly
restrains interstate trade.
Stetson said the suit "may well be
the first stage in the clarification of
an issue which has been obscured
by the presence of contradictory
case law over the years and, further, may be a landmark decision in
the field of natural resources law as
water supplies continue to dwindle,
demands continue to increase and
states become even more concerned
with nrotecting. their citizens and
conserving their toea! resources.''
Attempts by states . to prevent
exportation of natural resources,
including wild animals and natural
gas in addition to water, have been
tried be(ore the U.S. Supreme
court over the Jast hundred years,
resulting in a number of seemingly
contradictory decisions.
One case irt particular, 'Altus
versus Carr/ held that a Texas
statute prohibiting exportation of

;[

water from private Texil$ wells to
Oklahoma did in fact violate the
commerce clause in the U.S.
Constitution. However, the importance of this case as a J?OSsible
precedent for similar s.uits is uncertain because the court did not
publish an opinion on the case: it
merely affirmed a lower court ·
ruling.
"Possibly the affirmance is
narrowly limited to a specific fact
situation in which there is out-ofstate reliance on a continued
supply, absolute ownership theories
of water law, and a failure to show
conservation purposes inherent in
the offending statute," Stetson.
said.
In 1979, the Supreme Court
adopted a general test for determining whether state law unduly

burdens interstate commerce. The
court must .consider whether the
challenged statute serves a
legitimate local purpose and,
finally, whether this local purpose
could have been promoted by
alternative means which would not
restrict interstate trade.
· ucourts tend to balance the
national interest in facilitating
interstate commerce against the
local. interest in conservation and
regulation, 1' Stetson said. "Only
where the burden on interstate
commerce is direct and substantial,
and the local interest slight, will the
national interest prevail."
In New
Mexico, the state "owns•• its water
for public use, merely permitting
individual citizens ~he right to use •
continuedonpage3

A district judge Monday rejected
a mayoral candidate's petition for a
temporary restraining order that
would have postponed today's city
eJection.
District Judge Rozier Sanchez
said the attempt by G.P. Reyes to·
forestall the election would be a
"terrible injustice" to 148,008
registered voters if allowed.
Reyes said last week that he
would try to get the election
postponed so he and nine other
candidates could participate in a
new lottery for ballot places.
The issue arose after city officials
belatedly agreed to allow
marijuana-legalization candidate
Thomas "Cabin" Lance a ballot
spot.
Reyes, who had the eighth spot
himself and was trailing in preelection polls, went to court immediately. He claimed Lance, who
was put in the lOth position,
deserved a chance for a better spot
on the ballot. Reyes asked that the
election be postponed and a, new
lottery held.
He was joined in his challenge
Monday by Republican leader and

former lieutenant governor candidate Anastacio "Nash" Torres.
In the final days, the 11th-hour
courthouse strategy seemed to
overshadow most of the campaign
issues, including better police
protection, a leaner city govern·
ment and improved city services.
The election will mark the third
time since the present form of city
government was established in 1974
that Albuquerque voters have
chosen a mayor.
The mayoral candidates are:
Geraldine Amato, Marion Cottrell,
Deborah Higdon, Robert Hoffman, Ralph Hughes, Harry Kinney,
Lance, Reyes, David Rusk and
Gordon Sanders.
Besides the mayoral race, there
are five City Council slots open and
17 bond issues and two charter
amendments to be decided upon.
The bond issues involve
everything
from
updating
automated equipment to making
zoo improvements.
It is expected that a run-off
election between the top two
finishers ~ill be held sometime next
month.

Homecoming Vote Today;
Results Given Wednesday
Today's Homecoming Events
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.: Homecoming
Queen Elections. Polling booths
will be' at La Posada, the
presidents home, Mitchell Hall
and the Student Union Building.
Voting results will be announced
Wednesday at a coronation
ceremony on Smith Plaza from
12to 1 p.m.

Noon • 1 p.m.: Students musical
salute to alumni; Smith Plaza (in
front of Zimmerman Library).
8 p.m.: Comedian Jimmy
Walker; Woodward Hall.

All Homecoming events ore.
sub)ect to change but may be

confirmed with tht Alumni
Officeot277-5808.

'-------------.--------------------1

Forming Black Political Party Debated
Desiree Thalley
Bernalillo County Commissioner
Lenton Malry exchanged views
Friday with Mel Mason, cochairman ot the National Black
Independent Political Party.. in a
debate that examined whether
blacks should work within the tWo·
party system or break off and form
their own political party.
During the debate, held at the
Robert 0. Anderson School of
Management, Malry said he was
"basically opposed to third par~
ties.''
He said third parties haven't been
successful historically.
As an example. he cited the
failure ofLa Raza Onida Party here
in New Mexico to get candidates
elected in the past, despite a
Hispanic voting population of
nearly 40 percent.
Mason, a city councilman from
Seaside, Calif., said "to say we are
stuck with the two-party system is
defeatisrrt/ 1
He said a survey taken by IJ/ack

Enterprise magazine indicated that
80 percent of blacks polled did not
feel the tWo·l)arty system was
serving their interests and that 8S
l)ercent would support a third party
if they felt it represented their
views.
Mason defined the question of
black political participation as one
of working . either "within the
system or against the system."
He said those who choose to
work within the system make two
erronl!ous assumptions.
The first is there are individual,
rather than political, solutions to
the problems of blacks, Mason
said.
the second is that there is no real
racism or oppression, he said.
1
'lf after 400 years we're still
trying to give the system a chan•
ce . , . then we've still been waiting
toolohg," Mason said.
Malry said he feels voters have
been conditioned into the two-party
system too long to be willing to vote
for a third-party candidate.
l-Ie said he feels there is "enough

difference between the Democratic
Mason said it was a mass
and Republican parties for most movement, a national rebellion of
people to identify with either one or people who were still struggling to
gel registered to vote, that brought
the other."
Mason argued that working about the gains made in the '60s.
within the system means getting
He said the cities that had riots in
registered ·to vote, then voting for the '60s, such as Detroit and Los
what he referred to as a Angeles, elected black Democratic
••oemublican." .
'
.
· mayors in the '70s.
He said the Black Independent
Now, he said, those same cities
Party is "a political party that is have
"higher
unemployment,
higher rates of police murder,
spearheading a movement."
infant
mortality
Mason said black people need a higher
movement that "sets the needs of rates , . , and a cover-up ..af the
black people above those of Exxon, brutal (Atlanta) murders.
Xerox and AT&T."
«J)Iack Democratic elected
"the onus is on black people to ofticials are devastating the black
community," Mason said.
take care of themselves/' he said.
Malry said that for years, whites
He said the Black Independent
have been trying to pigeonhole all Party, by running people for office,
blacks, telling them how they cotild spearhead a mass movement,
should think and behave.
forcing whoever is elected to
He said blacks are now trying to respond to that movement. ·
do the same thing.
Mason said the founding of the
.. aJacks cover the entire spec· party was an attempt to form a
black irtdependent movement to
trum of.society," Malry said.
''The basic question is freedom!" fight the complacency that many
he said. "Some blacks don't want, blacks felt because of the gains
to belong to any organizaton/'
made during the •6os.
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Stock Market Report
NEW YORK - Stocks finished
with mixed results Monday despite
an interest rate cut as some investors cashed in on profits.
Trading was active.
The Dow Jones industrial
average, up more than eight points
at the outset, fell 0,86 point to
859.87 even though most of the
nation's major banks lowered their
prime lending rate to 19 percent
from 19 I /2 percent.
But the broad-based New York'
Stock Exchange index: managed to
gain 0.14 to 69 and the price of an
average share increased 6 cents.
Advances clobbered declines, 1024554, among the 1907 issues traded.
Big Board volume totaled 51.29
million shares compared with 54.54
million traded Friday.
Composite voll!me of NYSE

"Lubricated Seals" Seminar Set
To Begin Thursday in Albuquerque

by·u'nited Press International

·
li ted on all u.S. exchanges·
Jssudes 5 h
unter at 4 p m
an over t e co
·· ·
totaled _ 58.39
million shares
d 'th 62 50 m'llion traded
co~npare Wl. .
. . 1
.
Fnday.
The American Stock Exchange
· d
0 23 t 307 90 and the
m. ex rose ·
? · ·
pnce of a share JUm~ed one cent.
Advances topped declines, 367-224,
among the 773 issues traded.
Volume totaled.5.18 million shares
· h 5 18 'll' F 'd
compare d w1t . mi ion n ay.
The National Association of
Securities
Dealers's NASDAQ
index of over the counter >;tacks
· d 1 54 185 91
ga~~~ra~e T~~hnoiogy was the most
active NYSE-listed issue, off 7/ 8 to

Reagan Gathering AWAC Support
WASHINGTON
Thirteen
men who helped shape U.S. foreign
policy for Republican and
Democratic chief executi~es ~ver
the past 30 years threw thmr we1ght
b 1 · d p ·d
R
•
Monday e un
res1 ent eagan ~
proposed sale of AWACS to Saud!
Arabia.
·
1
f'
·d h
'11
Reag~n ~ so con lrme
e Wl
meet w1th Jimmy Carter next week
at the White House to consult on
the AWACS package, which was
. . 1. t d
d r' g
Carter's
ini :a e ·
u In
preRSidency. h h
eagan, w o opes to get an
. f
c t · th tough
assJst .rom
tar er m
e t
a
campaJ~n
.o
preven
congres~10nal veto of the deal, also
has enhsted the help of former
pr_esidents Gerald Ford and Richard

N!~~~· most

controversial element

33 6~4;he Amex Dome Petroleum o~ t~e $8.~ billion ar~s sale I? the
the most 'active issue, un· OJ!·nch M1~dle East kmgdom Js :he
whas d 12 112
deal for f1ve Advanced Warmng
•
and
Control
System
c ange at
sophisticated radar-equipped,

multi-purpose planes over which
Congress is reluctant to relinquish
control.
But in a return appearance in the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee Monday, Secretary of State
Alexander Haig said flatly that
joint U ,S.-Saudi control is "not
possible" at the present time.
Haig gave the committee a Jist of
"uniquely restrictive" conditions
he said represent "the limits of
practical
consideration,"
and
revealed for the first time that the
"software" the complex
program for the computer aboard
the plane will remain U.S.
property even after the rest of the
system is turned over to Saudi
Arabia.
In the statement read by Reagan
on the front steps of the White
House, the former top officials said
rejection of the deal "would
dam!!ge the ability of the United
States to conduct a credible and
effective foreign policy , .. across

About 80 persons associated with
academia, industry and government
are expected to attend the Fourth
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration-Navy Workshop on.
Liquid Lubricated Seals to be held
Thursday and Friaay at the
Albuquerque Hilton Inn.
Liquid lubricated "seals the
shafts on such things as submarine
propellers, rocket engines, pumps
and other kinds of mechanical
equipment," Dr. Alan 0, Lebeck,
chairman of UNM's Mechanical
Engineering Department, said.
Lebeck's research and scheduled

a broad r11nge of issues."
The notables, reaching back to
the Eisenhower White House, were
former Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger, four former defense
secretaries, five former national
security advisers and three former
chairmen of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff.
The exercise was designed to
demonstrate bipartisan support for
the arms package, which in adclition to the AWACS includes
enhancement of existing'U.S.-made
aircraft in the Saudi forces, and
new tanker aircraft.

Alumni 7 Kilometer
Homecoming Run for
Campus Child Care
October'lO, 1981

Tehran radio said,
In weekend executions coinciding
with the elections, firing squads
executed 88 dissidents, including at
least five women, according to the
lastest reports tabulated by UPI.
The executions brought to 1460
the total political death sentences
carried out since the ouster in June
of Abolhassan Bani-Sadr, Iran's
first president who fled to France.
The election of Khamenei, who
barely survived an assassin's bomb .
in June, gave the clergy total
control of state with Khomeini as

• UNM mechanical engineering
professor, Dr. Frederick D. Ju, is
scheduled to make a presentation
on Three-Dimensional Modeling of
Seal Asperity Contact.
Presentations will also be made
by representatives from the Naval
Sea Systems Command, Dartmouth

continued from page 7

the water according to strict
statutory guidelines, Stetson said.
Such a state may have a much easier
time justifying .its desire to regulate
commerce in water than a state that
permits water to be owned as individual property.
"This distinction in proprietary
concepts of water law is important
and is the consideration upon which
the final results of the non·

But Senate Republican leader
Howard Baker said although "it
will take a massive effort," he has
not given up.

the overall chief and Khameini as
head of state and was a further
indication that that the Islamic
regime would not end its bloody
purges mainly of leftist
Mojahideeo guerrillas.

Don't get ca·ught
in the energy s
.

~

Khamenei, a militant aide to
Khomeini, became the third
president of the Islamic Republic in
two years and seven months. His
predecessor Mohammed Ali Rajai
was assassinated Aug. 30 and BaniSadr was ousted in a power struggle
with Islamic militants.

exportation issue may pivot," she statutes cannot survive the comsaid.
merce clause challenge, water
"The states that do not have the legislation may emerge as a special
strong need to declare state
ownership of water cannot, of kind of resource which is not
course, claim that their state in- constrained by the same limitations
terest in preventing interstate as resources such as natural gas.
"If water is acknowleged as a
commerce in private property is
unique re>oUrce, unlike natural gas,
legitimate."
states can argue that they should be
Stetson said that although the able to place necessary restrictions
"Altus" decision might at first on the use and appropriation of
glance imply that nonexportation water before the burden on interstate commerce is declared to be
unconstitutional," Stetson said.
She said the historical nature of
New Mexico's water law adds
credibility to its need to control the
disposition of water within its arid
boundaries.
"The bulk alone of the laws and
cases in New Mexico that have
attempted to protect rights and
efficient use of water would indicate that New Mexico's embargo
on water transfer is not
discriminatory, in form or effect."

• A Popular Entertainment
Committee Presentation.

~

~A'~

Alan Baker

\..f:.111 mr

tz.t

.b Rtr·

beg ins instruction
of ballet and tap
in October.
other classes on-going.

821 Mountain NW

842-0972

r

25'ro off
Pant Parade
Basic levi
St. legs, Boot Cut, & Bells

1695

at the

General Stores
8117 Menaul NE

403 Cordova Rd. West
(Santa Fe)
...oil

Covered

• late registration begins at 5:00p.m.
at the UNM Stadium, Stadium & University.
• whether you run 1 mile or 4.3 miles,
you will receive a T·shirt and certificate.

College, Columbia University, the
Admiralty Marine Technology
Establishment, the Electrochemical
Technology Corp., the University·
of Toledo and others.
"It is intended that this year this
workshop will focus on water
lubricated seals of interest,
primarily, to the Navy," said M.
Keith Ellingsworto, engineering
sciences director at the Office of
Naval Research.
Lebeck said further workshop
information is available through
him in the Mechanical Engineering
Department.

--VVater----------------------

The proposal is strongly opposed
by Israel and chances for !~Verting a
ve!o by both houses of Congress are
not good at the present time.

Iranian Cleric Elected Country's President
ANKARA, Turkey - Hard-line
Islamic cleric Hojjatoleslam Sayed
Ali Khamenei was officially
declared the winner of Iran's
presidential
election Monday,
giving the clergy complete state
control.
Khamenei, 42, leader of the
ruling Islamic Republican Party,
became the first clergyman to lead
Khomeini's government and the
third president of the Islamic
republic in 31 months by capturing
95 percent of the 16.8 million votes
cast during Friday's polling,

presentation on Long Life Sub·
marine Shaft Seal Design is one of
the reasons why the workshop is
being held in Albuquerque. The
workshop agenda also calls for a
tour of Lebeck's UNM laboratory.

Ballet • Modern Dance • Jazz • Tap

'IJP"ago.n
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

ALGOHOL

Information relating to alcohol

w
H
R

E

N
E

s
s

OLDTO\>YN

266·2670

rtl

Mexico Union
Building on
both days
from lOam
to 3pm.

Fiddle ~ Folk.sonq
An Autoqrapb Party for

(]

David Kinq Dunaway

13 &14 \

and his bioqraphy of Pete Seeqer

R

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 13
SUB Theatre • New Mexico Union Building
9:30am HOW ALCOHOL AFFECTS THE BODY
ll:OOam ALCOHOLISM AND THE FAMILY
12:30pm HOW ALCOHOL AFFECTS YOUR BEHAVIOR
2:00pm SOCIAL ASPECTS AND SOCIAL CONTROL OF ALCOHOL USE

How Can I Keep From Sinqinq

Dan Boatwriqht
., .

fonner New Mexico Fiddle Champion

HE NEEDED BLOOD TO LIVE

~

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 14
SUB Theatre • New Mexico Union Bui1ding
10:00am
ll:OOam
12:00pm
1:00pm
2:00pm

All Ages

use and abuse will be available at a table in the
Lobby of the New

Tuesday
Oct. 6
2:00p.m.

HOW TO SELECT AND APPRECIATE WINES
ALCOHOL AND NEW MtXICO LAW
ALCOHOL AND PREGNANCY: THE FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME
TREATMENT FOR PROBLEM DRINKERS: WHAT'S AVAILABLE IN ALBUQUERQUE?
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS AND ALANON: THE PERSONAL SIDE

''

••.

~

Today millions of people depend on the many life·saving products
made from blood· plasma. The only cure for Dracula was a wooden
stake. But your Donation at YALE BLOOD PLASMA means life
lor hemophiliacs; burn patients, victims of shock and many other
life-threatening diseases.

Ivan Rane
Guitarist and Folksinqer

Bring this picture of the Count
for a $5.00 bonus
on your first donation
One per donor. Not good with other coupons.

Will Perform

ExpirPs O<t. 9. 1981.
Valid >.tudent or mllitarv lD required.

The Albuquerque Police Department will have their
BATMOBILE unit on campus and it ~ill be available
for viewing on 'fuesday and Wednesday, a11 day.

~

1·

'

New donors accpeled M·F 12:30·3:30PM

YALE BLOOD PLASMA

122 YALESE
266-5729
Just south of McDonalds
Central & Yale

(0

•I
'I
'·!

.

'

~

.

UNM·BOOKSTORE

,.,

'•'\
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Cabin Lance Attains Position
On Mayoral Election Ballot
DOONESBURY

Editorial

OH, LAGPY, NHATRJNI

Eenie, Meenie, Minie, Moe,
Catch a Mayor On the Go
For the most part, it has been a pretty dull mayor's
race, Not that it hasn't had its moments (i,e, Cabin
Lance telling voters to vote for him if they want to
have a good time).
Yupperbuddy, it has been a pretty straightforward
campaign - complete with the standard mutual
backstabbing, extensive theses on lying with statistics
and (what else?) promises, promises, promises.
For a campaign with 10, count 'em, 10 candidates,
the speeches sounded amazingly similar: mass transit,
industry and crime. Admittedly, Deborah Higdon
added inter!lst with her socialist views and of course
there is always Thomas K. "Cabin" Lance for a little
spice (pun intended - sorry).
However, for the most part, the candidates seemed
to agree on what city problems deserve attention. The
unfortunate result of such a non-descript race is that it
very easily may turn into two races. If none of the
candidates takes 40 percent of the vote there will be a
run-off. Then we'll all have to listen to the same
rhetoric all over again.
But - hold on - even if it seems to be a campaign
with no distinguishing issues, there is something to be
learned in its lack of character. Like everything else,
campaigns come in more than back and white. They
come in varying shades of gray.
Higdon has very sincere concerns for the people.
Albuquerque, from her standpoint, is disorganized;
the workers have no collective power. Unfortunately,
she has no plan to encourage industry into the region
and the very people she is trying to help will be hurt by
the lack of job opportunities.
At the opposite side of the spectrum, Ralph Hughes
Is looking to business to solve the city's problems. In
fact, his look at business Is more like a stare and,
although city government is big business and m3ny of
its problems could be solved with business solutions,
that hints of special interests.
Like Hughes, Robert Hoffman and G.P. Reyes are
businessmen. Reyes is a management specialist with
talents that could be very beneficial in the mayor's
position. However, while Reyes has given substantial
attention to the organization of city government, he
has failed to address the specific, albeit common,
issues of this campaign with viable solutions. Hoffman

has directly attacked those very issues with some very
practical solutions. Unfortunately, Hoffman does not
have the sawy to handle some of the intricacies of the
mayor's job - yet. Watch for Hoffman in the future;
he could turn into a leader.
Geraldine Amato also suffers from a lack of political
sophistication. Although she has some very good
ideas, she doesn't have any even slightly related
experience that would qualify her to handle the fourth
largest business in Albuquerque.

But Cottrell has been campaigning on campus. That
means a lot. It means he is obviously interested in
students' needs. He has strong ties to UNM which
makes him sensitive to our needs. He may not have
the clean, polished, political professionalism Rusk
demonstrates. But he has shown strong leadership in
the City Council.
For UNM students, Cottrell looks like the best bet.
On the bottom line, perhaps the best advice comes
frorn ourfriend Cabin: vote.

Letter

Respect for Holidays Asked
Dear Professor:
Why of all days did you schedule my midterm on
September 28 and then proceed to hand out a paper
assignment due on Oct. 8th7 If you had looked at your
calender you would have seen that those two days are
holidays. Rosh Hasanah and Yom Kippur, the two
most important hofidays of the entire year.

1£1'5 NOT f,IJ4fT
30 Yt'A/<5 FOR

We would have liked to endorse Cabin 'Lance. Just
to prove nice guys don't always finish last. The man is
a nice guy. He considers his jail term part of his
qualifications for the job because it allowed him to
meet interesting people.
·
Through Lance, voters can learn perhaps the most
important lesson of the campaign. The system works.
After all, Lance was able to work with the system to
get his name put on the ballot and has used the
system to run his less-than-average campaign.
Let's see, who's left? Harry Kinney, Marion Cottrell
and David Rusk. All have ample experience to qualify
them for the job.
Kinn~y had a fairly inoffensive four years as mayor.
He demonstrated competent, if uninspired, leadership. We prefer inspiration.
When comparing Rusk and Cottrell, you'll find,
even if they don't, they have some similar solutions.
Both Cottrell and Rusk see the need to increase bus
service. Both recognize weaknesses in the police
service. Both believe Albuquerque needs to attract
more than just science and technical industries. When
they differ on their views of the problems it becomes
very difficult to decide who has the better solution.

I am angry that I could not celebrate them to the
fullest because I was/am preoccupied with studying
for your test. Would you assign a paper due on Easter?
Then why did you assign one due on Yom Kippur?
There are at least 300 Jewish students on ca'mpus,
when planning for your next test, please take a look at
the calender.
Andrea Jenya Klein

by Garry Trudeau

THE NEXTON/3!
I

\

.I

Letter

Vote for 'Cabin' Lance
Is Vote for Pot Issue
Editor:
Today we elect a mayor for Albuquerque, and if the winning candidate
receives less than 40 percent there will be a runoff election November. At
present none has received more than 20 percent. The single issue candidacy of the Lance campaign is not so much a vote for him as mayor as it
is a name on the ballot, a vehicle to vote on an issue that we could not
otherwise. For many, this will be the most important vote they have ever
cast because it is a single, direct issue that is consistently avoided by our
elected officials.
Three years ago the town council decided that marijuana laws should
not be eased and that it is also hazardous to health. This attitude of our
elected officials affects the prosecution of marijuana usage. Today is the
only time we as voter will have the opportunity to speak out on the issue!
The Lance candidacy is not a series of vague opinions and promises as
are the other candidates but a chance to vote directly for something that
affects our lives. The other candidates policies are not that different.
Everyone knows that we need improved bus service, technological industries, rezoning, better police protection; more reasonable marijuana
laws would release money for the latter. Whether one of the two leading
contenders is elected today or in November is miniscule next to the opportunity of expressing reform for the marijuana laws of Albuquerque.
Albuquerque district attorney Steve Schiff said after his election that
prosecution of marijuana laws would be to the letter, though if it changed
he would abide by it. If enough votes are cast today for the legalization of
marijuana it could influence the decision of our upcoming mayor.
O.T. Davidson

"~I
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tobo are thdsc of the nuthor solely. Unsigned opinion Is that
ot the ecJitor 11nd rcilects the ctlilt:Hiat poHcy of the paper but
doc~ !lOt ill!ccS~drify tcpresCnt the vieWS Of the 1'11Ctnbcr.s or j}le
Ually l...obo .starr.
Editor .•..•.• , .•.•.••..•. , ............... HclC1I dbuooln
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·News Edit at ... , ... , .... , ............... Judy Nakamura
SpOtts l!dhar , , , . , ..••••.. , ..•.•...••• , •••.••.• dreg Lay
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Thomas K. ''Ca/Jin '' Lance was
originally denied a spot on the
A /buquerque mayoral ballot. But it
was discovered the
voter
registration list used to certify
Lance's petition was out-of-date
and he may have had enough
signatures on his petitions to be 011
the ballot. Lance hired an attorney
who worked out a comprcmise
Friday with the City A ttomey's
Office to place Lance at the end of
the ballot.
29-year-old l,..ance, who has lived
in Albuquerque since 1974, was
born in Kentucky and was raised in
St. Louis.
Lance says the fact he has been
unemployed, a Vietnam War
veteran and has been in jail
qualifies him to be mayor because
his experiences has allowed him "to
meet people;-rcal people."
Lance says as mayor, he would
accept only half of his pay and use
the other half for social programs
and projects. "1 can get along fine
on $15,000 a year," Lance says.
The first thing Lance would do as
mayor is try to legalize "the
smoking, cultivation and selling"
of marijuana.
He said the second thing he
would do is try to "extend bus
service until the bars close, at least
along the major routes. They (city
government) say they don't want
drunk people to drive yet the buses
close by 7 p.m."
Lance also says he was in favor
Of building more community
centers, having a "massive voter
registration drive conducted by the
city every three months or so," and
"jumping on the recycling trip. At
least 25 percent of what is dumped
into the landfill is recyclable."
Many of his programs would be
paid for by having the city sell
marijuana, Lance says.
A big part of Lance's ideas
revolve around the uses .of the
entire marijuana plant. He says the
plant could be used to make paper
since it can provide "four times
more paper pulp than the same
amount of aspen trees," and the
seeds could be used to produce a
high grade oil.
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honest," Lance says, "I

know it's a cliche, but 1 guarantee
I'll follow through."
Lance says the City was surprised
when he sued to get on the ballot.
"They didn't expect us to follow
through, they thought the hippie
would fade away. Next time
somebody comes in with petitions,
they will listen," Lance says.

No hype. Just some straight talk about
achievement...and about the opportunity
available with the achievers who are
reshaping the world of microelectronics.
We developed the first semiconductor
memory. Next came the news of a
computer on a chip. Our recent
announcement of the iAPX 432 micro
mainframe represents another quantum
leap in computer technology.
We have achieved this success by cutting
through the red tape, ignoring the status
quo and giving talented people the space
and support to try new ideas. We've
prospered with this approach, and today, it
is our standard.
Check out an Intel career. You'll get
straight talk about rapid advancement.
We'll explain how you'll have easy access
to whatever level of management you need
to get the job done right. And we'll discuss
the advantages of choosing to work in
Oregon, California, Arizona and Texas.

SIGN UP FOR
CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS
OCTOBER20
We want to have some straight talk with
grad(!ates. If you are unable to meet with
our recruiters, send us your resume or a
letter that outlines your education, work
experience and your career ambitions, in
care of "INTEL COLLEGE RELATIONS,"
to the location of your choice: Oregon,
5200 N.E. ElamYoung Parkway, Hillsboro,
OR g7123; California, 3065 Bowers
Avenue, Santa Clara, CA g5051; Arizona,
5000 W. Williams Field Road, Chandler, 1\Z
85224; Texas, P.O. Box gg68, 12675
R.esearch Blvd., Austin, TX 78766. We are
an equal opportunity employer.

•
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Arts Editor ................................. RayAbeytfl

EJlltrtnltlmcnt Editor ....•.•.•••..••. , •.•. ~obert Sil.nch~z
Phold Ediinr ... " ........ ., .. , ............ lllif Wechter
New!; R~portcr , •.•.. , . , , .•••••.•.•• , ••• , • Menllcl Ftanto
C(lpy EditCir . • • . . . . .. . . • • . • .. .. .. . . , .
Jim CtiaYCl
Sta:Cf Attist ........................ , ••••••••• l!thart nay•
business- Mana,l~i ..••• , ................... Ste:YeCiecone
Advert ising Manager ., .•• , ................. Michael Ford

Lance says crime could decrease
"tremendously" by initiating foot
patrols in ltigb crime areas. "Fifty
years ago, the neighborhood knew
their cops. The cops are isolated
now. One reason for that is the
marijuana laws and also because
they are in the cars and in coffee
shops, not with the people."
Lance says to decide controversial issues, such as putting
bridges across the Rio Grande to
better connect the West Mesa with
the rest of the ·city, he would hold a
concert at a stadium and allow only
registered voters to attend. He says
he would then "just ask everybody
if they wanted the bridge."
Lance says he would work more
closely with the City Council than
any of the other candidates because
"I would have to. I have no city
management expertise."
"I'm a musician, a folk singer.
I'm straight off the streets," Lance
says,
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Letters to tliC cdit<ir_must be typtd, double spaced on a fiO.;spate tint and ~igncd by the liuthar with the authOr's name,
address and telephone number. They should be no longer than
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Cindy Halper
Ballot Position 1

Kelly Morse
Ballot Position 4
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Nazarena "Nina" Martinez
Ballot Position 2

Lisa Peay
Ballot Position 3

•

Terri McBride
Ballot Position 5

Regina "Gina" Villareal
Ballot Position 6

[JJ(D[W.~~qj [p~C!:~~~
~CUC!l

llA~A

Wlfl [p(l4flQQCJJ~~Q OO(}JW~~
Sandy Bundrant
Ballot Position 7

Susan McCarty
Ballot Position 8

Marcella Flores
Ballot Positioh 9
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The Albuquerque Board of Realtors

Arts

Campus

sponsors
the receipienl of their Presidential Scholarship

·Commentary

The Voice of Business Talks Art

Briefs

Ray ,\beyta

'Black Politicians'
Lecture Today
Afro American Studies is
presenting Dr. Lenton Malry to
discuss the topic, Black Politicians
today at noon in the Afro American
Center Conference room, 1819
RomaN.E.
Malry is a part-time faculty
member in Afro American Studies.

Bible Study
Set for Today
A Bible study is scheduled
Tuesday from II a.m. to I p.m. in
room 231-D ofthe SUB.

SUSAN McCARTY
for

The study is sponsored by the
M~ranatha Christian Center.

Homecoming Queen
Position 8

EE & comP-uter Science Graduates

Today, in san Diego,
NCR means new
large-scale
computer systems
and concepts.

i

William Dowler, Ben Barreras,
Tom Swanson

The goal of llls and Pills is to
provide basic drug information
to the community of the
University of New Mexico. It is
written by students of the UNM
College of Pharmacy. Drug
information is often controversial, contradictory and is
constantly changing. Also, no
Ills and Pills article should be
used as a sole guide to selftreatment or drug use.
Caffeine in Legal Stimulants
Albuquerque in the past
several months has been the
target of an increasing media
campaign promoting the use of
legal stimulants. A large portion
of this advertisement has been
directed at the University's
student population. These legal
stimulents bear a variety of
names such as pep pills,psychic
energizers,or mood elevators.
Most of these products contain
caffeine as one of their active
ingredients.
Caffeine is a drug which can
be found in such beverages as
coffee, tea, and colas. The drug
is classified chemically as a
Xanthine and in normal dosages

90's.

Something else you'll like.
Although our products and California hilltop facilities are largescale, you'll work in small,
highly visible project teams that
offer uncommon program diver·
sity. There is easy multidiscipline communication, movement between projects, and
wide career path options. In a
word, you will find exposure.
And a unique learning
environment.

TUESDAY
OCTOBER

20

f

I
I

The amount of caffeine which
legal stimulants contain varies
anywh;re from 50 to 250mg per
tablet. Note that a cup of coffee
contains about IOOmg of caffeine and a glass of a cola drink
has about 50mg. Recommended
safe levels are considered to be
250mg or less per ingestion.
Single ingestiops of IOOOmg may
produce acute toxic effects.
These toxic effects may be
manifested as excitement,
rest.lessnesst insomnia,
headaches, and sometimes
progresses to mild delirium.
It is important to recognize
that all these products which are
promoted as psychic energizers
or pep pills are not formulated
with some new wonder drug
which is devoid of side effects
but merely utilizes high doses of
caffeine as the "energizer". By
drinking one or two cups of
coffee you can receive the same
amount of caffeine as contained
in most of these legal stimulant
products.
e-umbla, ranchc:ra and sarnba dancing will be offered.
Beer ami wine will be on sale.

lip
~er~ee

AGORA- Open House; today from 12:00 to3:00
p.m •• everyone is welcome. AGORA is located on tlu~
N.W. CDrncr of Monte Vl~ta Hall.
Pn'sidenllul Sehol11rs Cfuh- Saturday picl'1ic and
affken; ballot casting, at the Duck Pond.
SU'B Enler1alnmenl -

Welc-ome back fiesta and dnnce,

StlturdtiY i\1 9:00 p.m. in the lnlcrnational Cemcr,
1808 Las Loma!i N.E. Admission is Sl. Salsa,

on-campus
1nterviews:

l
I

I'

'I

SOLAS -

If you welcome the stimulation inherent in creating a new generation
of medium and largescale mainframe
computef systems,
consider NCR Engineering & Manufacturing/San Diego.
We are an organization
that's generated two new
NR facilities and produced an engineering staff
that's showing the way in
systems architecture. Virtual
systems. Multiprocessing. Data
base management. Firmware
emulation. PASCAL-based OS
language. VLSI technology.
Upward path engineering. In
short, everything that creates
Total System capabilities for
business needs of the 80's and

produces central nervous system
stimulation, increase in heart
rate, and mild {jiuresis (increased urination). When used
properly caffeine relieves fatigue
an(! helps to establish a clearer
flow of thoughts,

Saturday Night Disco Jam

v;ilh South!>idc rtnd C.J, and Co. in lhc Subwny
Station at-9:00p.m. Admission is $2 wllhvalid UNM
t[), $3 general admission. The first 100 p1;0ple with

specially marked nycrs will getln free.

A Place To
Achieve.

l
l

For the past few weeks the LOBO
Arts Desk has been receiving letters
of opinion from an organization
which calls itself "The Voice of
Business. " The Voice of Business is
an extension of the Chamber of
Commerce of the United Stales,
which is centered in Washington
D. C. As far as I can tell from the
letters I've received, their politics
are founded on Republicanism, big
bucks, fewer taxes .and less
mooching by artists, welfare
recipients, students and anybody
else who cuts into their divine right
to profit off the fat of the land.
The following letters are the
opinion of one Richard L. Lr:sher,
President of the C. C. U.S. and in
keeping With the Republican tone
of things these days, the rhetoric
speaks for itself.
STARW A.RS, CONTINUED
Washington- I received one of
those "Dear Friend" letters
recently, the salutation on which is
a sure sign that I have become the
target of some fund-raising
campaign. In this case, the letter
was from Rep. Fred Richmond
(D-N. Y .), chairman of the
Congressional
Arts Caucus
Education Fund. I'd like to share
the highlights with you:
"If current proposals to slash
Federal arts funding in half are
successful ..• we would have only
$88 million to fund this country's
1,800 symphony orchestras, 35,000
community theatres, and thousands
of museums, botanical gardens,
zoos, arts centers and opera and
dance companies.
The proposed cuts in Federal arts
budget could cause major economic
and cultural disasters all over
America.
Join us and play an important
role in saving the arts in
America ... we need your support
to demonstrate that Americans are
willing to protect their cultural
heritage."
The situation sounds desperate,
doesn't it? To hear Rep. Richmond
tell it, our nation would crumble
into cultural and economic ruins
should the budget slated for the
National Endowment for the Arts
take effect.
Well the congressman can
breathe a little easier now, Congress
has rejected the administration's
bid to slash the budget in half,
though it did cut it {rom $159

million to $ll9 million next year.
But this budget battle is far from
over. Rep. Sidney Yates (D-ILL.),
chairman of the Appropriations
Subcommittee
which
has
jurisdiction over the arts endowment, has announced that he
will fight to increase its funding
during the next stage of
congressional.
budget process:
appropriadons.
Also unresolved is the larger
question of what role the federal
government should play in subsidizing the arts. Rep. Richmond
and his allies, who include many
performers, obviously belie.ve that
the arts in America would be
decimated without a federal arts
bureaucracy making artistic
j udgetnents for us and doling out
tax dollars accordingly.
In fact, the arts are flourishing in
America. Rep. Richmond's own
figures, presented at the beginning
of his letter, are a good indication
of that! They are succeeding with
over 90 percent of their financial
support coming from the business
community, private foundations
and the audiences themselves,
support which has been growing
year by year.
For example, six million people
went to the opera in America in
1976. In 1980 attendance totaled 13
million. In 1965, 10 million people
attended the nation's symphonies;
by 1979 that figure had reached 28
million. It is clear that the performing arts in this country are
making it in the market place,
which is where they belong. As such
· I can't think of a more appropriate
place for the budget axe to fall.
Rep. Richmond concludes his
letter by calling upon us to "protect
our cultural heritage." Americans
have been doing just that in recent
elections. Rejecting the idea of a
centralized
government
in
Washington should define and
fulfill our every need and by
reaffirming our beliefs in ,Private
enterprise, individual initiative and
personal freedom. It ls precisely
that heritage which conti.nues to
lead our men and women from
every walk of life- including the
arts ~ to beat paths from all over
world to America.
Well you make up your own
mind about what all this brighter
tomorrows stuff is all about. I'm
curious to know where he got his
attendance figures,
what his
opinions are on subsidies for self

2500 Yale SE

sufficient private enterprises such
as the Chrysler Corporation and
other incompetent market place
endeavors like the American steel
industry.
If you think this letter is interesting wait till the next one,
where Mr. Lesher discusses "Apple
Pie Socialism. "

Two Times Weekly
Three Times Weekly Five Times Weeldy
$15.00/monthly r~te $20.00/monlhly rate $25.00/monthly rale
$3.00 per individual class

Class Times:
12:10 pm- 5:30pm-6:30pm
new hours can be arranged upon request
* * * INCLUDES * * *
free towel
locker

CONCEPTIONS
SOUTHWEST

whirlpool
steam room

for more information 243-9590

FINE ARTS tyiAGAZINE.

Marron Hall131

AEROBIC
EXERCISE

$2.00

Save
with the

New

Student Buyer's Guide
Coupons-Coupons-Coupons
Pick em' up all over campus this week Oct. 5-9
by Delta Sigma Pi- Professional Business Fraternity

'

,

.~

A semiconductor company measures much bf its
worth by the tec:hnotogical accomplishments of . its
people. At Signetics. our Good People have an enviable
i-ecord ·of advances. It would take literally· pages to
list all of them.

.
.

Measure us by our achievements. and you'll see why
a career with Signetics is head and shoulder~ above
many other places.

.

We offer challenging tareers in all phases of engineering-product" design,- test, process,. reliability/quality
assurance, and failure analysis. ,

AJld, you'll be working within a few
miles of the ocean and minutes
from downtown San Diego. Learn
more by scheduling an on campus
interview through your Placement
Office, or by writing: Mr. Hal
Ostrander, NCR Corporation,
Depl. UNM, 16550 W. Bernardo
Drive, San Diego, CA 92127.

NCR

If you have a·' Bachelor's or advanced degree in electrical, chemical or mechanical engineering; material
science; computer science: physics; metallurgy; electronics or industrial technology, we want to talk to
you.

We'll Be On Campus
Monday, October 12.
Take a look at the Signetics Recruitment Binder
at your Placement Center. It Will tell you about
opportunities with us in California, Utah and New
Mexico. Or, write Signetics College Relations, OpportunitY CC-82•. 811 East Arques Avenue, Sunnyvale,
CA 94086. We are an equal apportu nitY employer.

The COOCI People Company

Complete Computer Systems

Comeinand5ee
the University
area's new
Guitar Center...

Quality private
SPECIAL GRANDOPENII'lG
instruction
OFFER ...
for ON ALL GUITAR STRINGS
Also 1st month free in5trument
rental for new sflldent registering
for lessons.

2 I

20%0FF ALL I AKAMINE ACOUSTIC AND CLASSICAL GUITARS
20%0FF ALL ELECTRA ELECTRIC GUITARS &CRATE AMPS,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

COME IHANDREGISTERlO WIN AFRE.E GUITAR (Worth Sll!I.SOl

143 HARVARDSE. 265·3315
Visa

J.,
(
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Vote Today!

.

'·

Position 2

Nina Martinez for Queen
Take Pride in UNM
• Presidenlial Scholar
• Phi E:ta Sigma Honorary
• Dean of Smdenls Award

• Congressionallntern

Master ·card

,

•

.)

\

• Honors Sludenl
• Trailblazers
• .Who's Who Among
Sludenls in Universilles

• Chaparral
• Sludent Senale
• Lobo Mascot (everybody a
Lobo· wolf, wolf, wolf.)

P~ge
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Hot Tubs

Peace Corps
Campus R.ecruiter's

for rent by the hour
344·7727

office hours are:

9arn·11 pm 7 day$ ~week
6519 4th NW

Tue. Wed. ThOr, 9:00am to ll:OOam

plus Tu,, 5;30pm to 6:30pm
Tuc. Wed. Thur.l2:00pm tol:OO pol

Office Is locate~ at the
Latin American Institute
at 801 Yale NE.
Call 277-2961
tor appointment
or just drop by,

Sports

••

More Intramural Fun ...
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:Need Auto
Insurance?-

•

;: Call the :

Hl'nt or hur stupl<.·rs Hnd nail<.•rs
tf)

h11ild htJJllU(.'()Il1il)g n(~<ltS,

;•Specialists
•
1

solar buildings, and
indt•strial (•onstrudion.
! , .... ,

Frisbee

\1\{;'>~'dl·\1~

1./LI U "t. " \

1·1:!-l·lhi

Theater Arts

DISCOVERY TOURS

1

Cultural Exploration .•. LONDON
8 DaysDec. 28, 1981 thru Jan. 4, 1982
"On Stage" ... NEW YORK CITY
8 Days· March 15-22,1982

Insure your ca~ with the ••.
company you can depend
.
on and enjoy these great I

I b:nf!~ down
payments
I
I • Money-saving
I
deductibles
1 • Affordable pay1
ment plans

Teach · bookeeP,ing in
Belize. Help.manage a·
handicraft shop in Tonga.
Work )Nilh Filipino lending
guidelines. In over 60
countries .Peace Corps
can use your business
· skills to. help provide jobs
and economic gr'owth.
Call Peace Corps.

Golf

You can eam up to 3 hours of
Fine Arts credit (TA 290)
in London or New York

,1

· PEACI: CO.RPS :
MEANS
·BUSINESS.

1 •
•
•

,I
Photo.~

for more information call
Rod Metzler

.Joe Caearetta

Henry Russell

292·7195

1

265-5695
1611 CarlisleBivd.SE
(Carlisle & Gibson)

•

I
I

I

•• cri•ter1on•
.
•

For information on Peace
Corps Qnd a personal
interview call 277·2962.

by

•

I
1
1

Countrywide
claim service

Call or visit today for
a free rate quotatior..

I

I
I

,

INSURANCECO~?A~

or stop by our booth in the SUB Tues· Thurs.

IIIJ:IJ

A~.tistr~

American International

~tsi~u .1i> tu d io
SPECIALIZING IN
TOTAL BEAUTY
SEll VICES
SALON AND
f1.ETAIL CENTEf1.
FOf1. GUYS & GA/.5

319A·$2 95

THE
HELLISH DICTIONARY
Dave Young

Softball for Four Entries Due
Today is the deadline to enter 'over the line' softball competition,
sponsored by the UNM intramural program. It is a game that originated on
the California beaches, using four-player teams and a scoring formula that
doesn't require baserunning. Enter at Johnson Gym room 230 by 5 p.m.

BY
JOSEPH BARKER

e

••
•

On sc;~le at UNM Bookstore,
News land and B. Dalton (Win rock)
Makes an ideal gift!

~§lf~[b[b

Gary Walters scored a 59
Saturday to win !he intramural
Frisbee Golf Tournament staged on
and around the mall on the main
campus.
He edged John Cisco by two
tosses, as over two dozen campus
frisbee players competed on the 15·
hole, par-50 course.
Janelle Johnson won the
women's title with a 79. The
women's runner-up was Nora
Dean.

~~
Special Package Discount

$24.00 per hour
$34.00 per hour with video tape
( 1!lz hr. total)

Classes include

Individual
four lessons
four lessons with video !ape
six lessons
six lessons with video tape
Group (two individuals)
four lessons
four lessons wilh two video !ape
six lessons
six lessons with two video tape

$48.00
68.00
60.00
90.00

80.00
100.00
96.00
116.00

racquetballs ' 8 regulation touns ( 1 glas>·walled,
3 with wood-framed viewing windows) ' Men's and women's
sledtn room and IVhirlpool' Oak·tarved lockers •
Plush Cannon lo\Vels ' Juice Bar •
\!ideo-Tape lnslrmlion

Gi-~

~/~ 243-9590
LYf.IIIIIJ!yacht&

~Sporting Club

1

I

'Emphasiz:lng

VIdeo Tope Instruction"

--~ l

I )-

~~·-·- ·-·l_____
I

•••

finished third in the 32-team Falcon Golf Invitational last weekend at the
•
Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs.
The Lobos were in a tight three-way battle for the team title with Weber •
State and Nevada-Las Vegas, but Weber edged UNLV by one stroke, 897- •
898, with UNM four strokes off the pace at901, 14 ahead of the hostAFA
in fourth place.
Putnam paced the Lobos with rounds of 73, 78 and 67, to finish in a tie · :
for second in individual standings. His round of67 on the final day tied the
•
Falcon Invitational all-time record low round.
Putnam's 218 total was followed by Lobos Don Hurter (70-77-77) 224; •
John Baum (76-73-80) 229; Marty Van Hecken (83"76-75) 234; and David e
Baker (80-79-79) 23 8.

Revised Edition

Suzanne Williams

.••

•·
.
·······························~···············

Putnam Ties Course Record ·~
•
Mike Putnam tied a record, but the UNM men's varsity golf team •

400 ENTRIES-

READ THIS DICTIONARY AND BECOME HELLISHLY INFORMED

Group

1 BLOCK NORTH OF CO\V,f.IC)lE

Greg Jones

DEVILISH
PEOPLE

Individual
$ 15.00 per hour
$25.00 per hour with video tape
(I !lz hr. total)

3701 SAN MATEO N E SUIT£ 1
CAESTVItw SOUAAE

Junior Fullback John Black drives the ball downfield last weekend in the Lobo soccer game against
the Free University of Berlin. UNM scored a 3-2 victory in the international match, with goals by
Jeff Kloer, Pat McNerty and Jim Wiesen. The next home event for the Lobo Soccer Club is the
UNM Intercollegiate Soccer Tournament October 16 and 17.

BY

~OVER

883-1724

L1z <lroenandyk

FOR
USE

c;d·

•••
Softball Lobos Lose Twice in Kansas •••
•
Kansas was not kind to New Mexico's softball team over the weekend, as •

.

Do you have any Zits?
Tire UNM Di\'ision of Dermatology and the Student Health Center need volunteers with •cnc
to help determine the effectiveness of a new topical antibiotic treabncnt. Pati~ilts must be
available lor c•amination c\'ery other Saturday morning starting October 10 through January
2. l'atients should not be taking antibiotics or corticosteroids.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT

STUDENT HEALTH CENTER

WEIINESDAV
0CLober7

J<'notbnll th:kctRl Today is lhe lnst duy _to pick up
tickets at lhe SUb for the UNM-UTEP game on
Sntmdny, Arter t<Jday, ticket~ nrc avnilnblc at the
tkkcl (jfricc on south carnpu~.
TIIURSOAV

OctoberS
Volleyball: .Lobos piny JaJ)!1tl Junior Natiattals,
7dO p.m., Johnson Gym. ONM students. rreewith 10
card.
lntramuntl mrcilngs: Manaser meetings at 4 p.m.
in Johnson Gynt room 1,54 for co-ree mushball, men's
and womt:m 1s •over the lfne' softball. Participants in
faculty·Stitff racquclball tournament meet Bt 12:15
p.m. In Johnson Gym room 2JO.

Volunteers will be paid a fee.

F R I D A ~.
0Ciober9
V•rslly S'oftb•ll: tobos at tlte Northwestern
lnv!tat!onal at ·avnnntm, Illinois, through Monday,

October 12.
S A

T

U R 1l A

Y

Ocmbcr !0
Homcccm\ng Gainc1 New Me:dc:o hosts the
Unlvctslly or Texas at_ El Paso In tftc homecorilins
football gantc, 7 p.m., University Stadium.
Cross Country: Mcrt'.,; "larsil)' hosts Adams State;
WOJlicn'.s varsity will host icK115--EI l;aso, Ad:Jm$
Strite a1td Colotttdo College.
Olstnncc nun! UNJ\.-1 ~uns Unltcd Seven kikmtctc.r
Race, 6 p.m •• University Smdiurtt. Co-spoltliorcd b~·
ONM Child Cnte.Co·op, 277-!365,

•••

••
••
•

··········••!.•••

VIDEO
GAMES

Good
Anytime!

•
•
•

••

Greg Jones
INFORMATION
Intramutal!l! i71-S IS 1. Johnson Gym room 130.
Tlc:keL'I: 277·2116. Soulhcost corner Un!VCr$ily
Arena.
TUESDAY
October6
1-'ootball l'ic:keis: Studenu mn)' pick up tickets
today al the sun for Saturday's New Me~~:ico vs.
rcxaS·EI Paso homecoming fOotball garne. Student
ID card or blodc-seat_lng coupon n.ecdcd, Ouest
tickets :Ire $3, •
Soflb•ll: Men's ttnd women's 10vct the Une• sorlbalt toUrnament roMerS and co-recteD.donal mushbiill
rosters are due In thC' Intramural office, John!on Oym
rl:lofr1230,
Racquetball: Entries are due tdtlay for a factticy,~~iiff tae(Juetball tourrtamcr.t. Plnyers hilly enter
ad~nneed, iltlerlnediate or beginner divisions.

•••

e
•
e

D~~

This Week in Sports at UNM

i•

:•

ERMA PINON

the Lobos lost two games and saw the rest of their weekend schedule rained ••••••••••••••~••••~epeee~eeee
out.
The fall season record fell to 3-3 with a 3-21oss to Kansas State and a 1-0
shot out at the hands of the Kansas. Games with Wichita State and
Oklahoma State were washed away by the weather.
The Lobos will travel to Illinois October 9-12 for the Northwestern
Invitational.

•

One Coupon

Per Customer
Per Day
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!'OUND; AMERICAN !{ISTORY book. Come to
room 131 Marron Hall to claim.
tfn
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
8:00 a.m.to4:00 p.m. dally.
tfn

lassified
Advertising
Marron Hall, Room 131
l~edondo)

(Between Biology ami jou mafism at }:'ale &

Open 8:00 a.m. to 5:00p.m.
Monday through Friday,
Deadline Noon

Place your ad today

3. Services
GUITAR LESSONS: ALL styles, Marc's Guitar
Stuc.lio. 21i5·3315.
tfn
TYPING • STU.PENT/IIUSINESS work, including
statistical/technical,
Reasonable,
experienced,
cOIJlpetcnt. 296·6199.
10/26
PROFESSIONAL TYPING BY Engli~h Mi\leditor.
Vast experience with dissertations, Papers. Editing
10/27
available. 26~9550.
A·l'l'VPIST • TERM P 1\PERS, lle~umes 299·8970,
10/30
RESTRING VOJJR TiliNG at WILD W~ST
MUS! C. SUPER selection of strings for your musical
10/9
Instruments!,
CALL 243-3585 MoiYTIME for inexpensive [oreign
language tutoring or private instruction, Spanish,
French. Mark Frobose, MA languages.
10/16
PROFESSIONAL RF.SUMES 265·9082.
10/19
EXPERT 'J"t'PING- REASONAliLE · ~EL!ABLE
REFERENCES, PLEASE CALL 299-6256 or 299·
2676.
10/12

4. Housing
fOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment. $180fmo.,
all utilities paid. Air conditioned, swimming pool,
laundry facilities. For more Information contact
resident manager, 1410 Girard NE, 26C>-83!12, 255·
6256, or898·7Sl7,
tfn
TilE CITADEL-SUPERB lucation near UNM and
downtown. B~s service every .30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, from S20S, All utilities paid, Deluxe
~ltch•o with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
UMN AREA 1 BEDROOM apt. for rent, Si 85 ·00 per
month, utilities included, No pets. Call293·1070 afler
1019
5:00p.m. or weekends,
ENORMOUS, QUIET, 1WO.BEDROOM furnished
townhouse apt., fireplace, 9 ft. closets, $350, utilities
paid, no pets, children, 247-8724,
tfn
HOUSEMATE WANTED· MOON, Mcnaul area,
$140/mo. plus 'A utilities, 298·1438 after7 p.m.I0/12
SHARE DELUXE l·BEDROOM. $140.00 plus
deposit. On east Central, 292·2465,
10112
•

5. For Sale
1974 SUZUKI GTSSO, good condition, $67.5.00, 821·
8642.
10/12
KENWOOP KRS400 AMP, KD 1033 turntable,
speakers, all for$300, 292·013S after6:00.
10/12
VENTURA 12 STRING GUITAR with D'Armond
10/6
pickup, Sl69, 865-4854,
SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS and trucks available.
Many sell under $200.00 Call (312) 742-1143 ext 675
for information on how to purchase. Open24 hours.

.MA.MIV A C22Q 2V. x 2'A <;amen! with 3 lenses:
6Smm, SQmm, 13Smm. ~xceUent con~ition $299,
242-7228.
10/15
1973 MAVERICK RECENTLY rebuilt engine, Jl~W
brakes, battery, air, $~00, 242·4561,
1017
.FIAT 850 SPIDER 1%9, $350. Darell, 247-.8475 or
243-0427.
l 0/6
WE BOT DISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold,
rimless. $54.50 regular $65.00 Pay Less Opticians,
.5007 Menaul N .E. across from La B•lles,
t fn

6. Employment
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings, M~st be
able to wor~ Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21
years old, Apply in pers·on, no phone calls, please.
Saveway Liquor Stores at ~704 Lomas NE, 5516
Menaul NE.
tfn
ON CAMPUS . EMPLOYMENT N.M. Union
catering Is qo'Y hiring students available to work
during noontime hours. Part·tlme wo.rk with free
meal benefits, Apply .at .N.M, Union Food Service
Office, ask for Mr. Rockovltz.
tfn
NEED SUBSTI'fUTE PERSON to Wash, wrap, and
sterilize instrU!llents at the Abortion and Pregnancy
Testing Clinic, M·T·W, IZ-5; Fri. mprn. 8·12. Call
10/12
for appointment, 265-9511,
PART·TIME .JOB: DIGGING and weeding at $4.25
1017
per hour. Cali831·3S90,
ONEPERSON NEEDED for part-time ski sales, One
perspn needed f11r sports footwear sales. Experience
10/12
required. Call Nate Bishop, 292-SliS4.

7,
Travel
.:..,:_::..;::..::...:....:;=..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(;OING SOMEWIIERE7 ADVERTISE in the Doll)'
Lobo.
tfn

8. Miscellaneous
CREATIVE WRITING WORKSHOP students will
receive a so pcrcem discount on 1981 Conceptions
Southwest, UNM's f1ne artSfliterary publication.
Regular price $4, Now through Oct. 9, only in
Marron Hall, Room 13!. Must present Fall 1981
schedule.
10/9
ART 123 STUDENTS will receive a SO percent
discount t>ll 1981 Cqnceptions Soulltwest, UNM's
fine arts/liter.arY publication, Regular price $4. Now
tiJrough Oct, 9, only in Marron Hall, Room 131.
Must present Falll98l schedule.
10/9
WANTEP HIDE-A·BED COUCHES and boy's ten·
speed bicycle. good condition, 821-4935.
10/8

9. Las N oticias
GAl'S, LESBIANS, BISEXUALS: Juniper meets
Tuesday; October 6th, 7:30 p.Jll. Social, 8:00 p.m.
meeting,SUB231E.
1017
NATURAL DYES WORKSHOP. Learn tO make and
use dyes from local plants, Saturday, OctOber 10, 9·6
p.m. Sarah, 884.0561 (8-S p.m,).
1017

1015
Wf:UDINGS VNLIMITEI), CUSTOM gowns •
brides, bridesmaids, mothers, Men's Jackets. For·
mal/casual. Tommie Bedford, 898·6571. Cakes tool.
10/13

1. Personals
A('CURATf; INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traccption, sterilization, abonlon, Right to Choose,
294·0171.
tfn
PREGNANCY U:STING & COUNSEUNG. Phone
247-9819.
tfn
I'ASSPORT ANO JIJENTif'ICATION photos. J for
$6.001! Lowest prices in town! Fast, pleasing, near
l!NM. Call 265·2444 or come to 1117 Girard Blvd,
N.E.
tfn
CIIJNESf; DUFH:T. CHEAP All you can tat. Lunch
$).00, supper $4.50, Sunday BrunchS:l.OO. Jao-Jao's
Place, 3000 Central Ave. S.F..
tfn
CONTACTS·POI.ISIIING, SOI,UTIONS Casey
Optical Cotnpany on Lomas just west of Washington,
tfn
Wt: IIOT lliSTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold
rimless. S54 •.SO (regular S65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Mcnaul N.E., across from La Belles.
tfn
CAllE AIIOUT ART? Conceptions Southwest,
UNM's fine arts/literary publication, can't exist
without your support. Buy I 981 issue $4 in Marron
Ball, Room 131, UNM Bookstore, Student
llookstore, ASA Gallery, Fine Arts Museum, Living
Bntcll. Back issues available S1 in Marron Hall,
Roorn 131.
tfn
WEIISTER COUN'l'V BF-AU'l'V, I carry you
everywhere In a locket over my .heart. Summer
llreeze, won't you ever rustle mY curls again?. 10/12
BINGE-f:ATING/WEIGHT Weight ProbleiJls: 256·

WU

I"~

ROHERT LYNCII WILl. ~ddres~ and/or help you
write hitters to Senator Schmitt, opposing financial
aid cuts. Call 277-5528, 884·8157.
1017
DEAR SUE, HOPE you liked the Kazoo. I Love
You I Datthalomew.
I 0/9
VOTE MARCELLA FLORF.S for HomecOIJling
Queen! Position 9.
I 0/6
JAC, GLAD YOU'RE back •.Road trip Friday, Love,
Spoiled Brat.
I 0/8
DESPERATELY WANT TWO Pat Benatar tickets.
Will payS20 each. 836-1696,836-.5713.
10/8
T,C, SORRY ABOUT making you angry. My
apologies. Pan E.
10(6
BETTt:R THAN SEX? I Skydiving just could bell
Find out at UNM Skydiving Club Meeting, Thursday,
OctoberS, 8:00p.m., Rm.231ESUii.
10/8
JIOPE YOU HAD a great21, Whitney-• I did. M.M.
10/6
I.ATE NIGIIT HAPPY hour tonight at N'eds, 10-11
p.m., 2 for I drinks, featuring the Twisters. Neds,
4200 Ccntr'al SE,
I 0/6

El, TORO • ROSES are red, roses are thorny, when I
think of you, I get super horny. Boo Boo.
10/6
"MA~'BE SOMEDAY" (Whoever you are), Name
the Day and the place and I'm all yours.
10/6
TO TilE BLOND in nutrition-middle row?
Turquoise blouse Monday? You're making me crazy,
Help?.
10/6
l .. IESUA WILL hold their meeting for the month of
Oct. on Wed. 10/7/81, 7 p.m. In the Child Care Coop (Mesa Vista).
1017

2. Lost & Found

.
··~~-·[ii!!l~ll\
;~~(~tli,; Special
<iif'1y <~'· CITY
1 slice Cheese plua
& 2 of yourf avorite toppings

r,..

for 51.04
with coupon only10/5 ·10/11
127 Harvard SE

I
I
1
I

---------------

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
_ -~--~~~ times(s) beginning ·-. -~~ __ -··- .
, under the headmg (circle

1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found: 3. Services:
6. Employment; i. Travel; 8. Miscellant:Jous

4. Housing:

5. For

ACROSS

4 Lamb's pen

1 Ronian
deities
6 Jacket part
11 Rgureof
speech
12 Word blind-

name
5Calm
6 Females
7 Toward shelter
8 Footlike part
9 Formerly:
Prefix

ness

14 Thoron sym.
bol
15 Screeds
17 Hebrew

month

18 SI.ICCOr
20 Eagle's nest

21Honest22 Souttw,.e,st~
ern Indians
24 Born
25 Tip
26 Prepositioo
28 Grins
30 Labor org.
31Umb
32 Panache
35candies
38 Three: Sp.
39 Dine

41 Cut
42 Youngster
43 Vital organ
45 Sailor

46 Near

,,\\

17( per word, Sl.OO minimum charge
11( per word per day for five or more consecutive days

Marron Hall~ Ro<>m 131
!Ul'ill'l'C'II niolot!,y

wu/.foul'llali.ml ut )'afl' ~- Hedm~tfoJ

.._~., ,

o..:,""

~\·

~~<'\ ~\~~~
\~ '0

CONSIDER
HARVARD.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

1I

New Mexico Daily LobO
one):
Sale;

HEADING FOR
LAW SCHOOL?
Come ask us questions
on Thurs., Oct. 15
at9:00 a.m. ·
in Student Union.
Everyone welcome.
Women and minorities
especially.

f'OUND: PAIR OF Glasses in blue case at Utilities
Bldg, 8 a.m., Oct. 1. Claim at 131 Marton Hall. 10/8
LOST VEST WITH medication nutrition class need
Desperately, 865-4420.
10/6
LOST: NECKLACE. JASPER stone in oval silver
selling on silve~ chain. Possibly around Johnson
Gymnasium, 2!>9-1645. Reward.
10/8
LOST BLACK LABRADOR mi~ puppy neat(lirard,
Please caii268·.S573.
10/8
I.OST TURQUOISE ZUNI earring initialed S. Q.
Zoni.lffound contact266-9306. Reward,
10/12

1__________ _. ______ 1
I
I
I
I
I

1976 PINTO, GOOD condition, best offer. 1971
Pontiac station wagon, $750, Call277·5841 or 277·
5742. GU.
I0/8
PURPLE ALLIGATOR AND Rainbow shoelaces,
beautiful posters, books and recordings. Mon·Sat. 9·
6, Rainbow Pineo, 555·.8 Wyoming NE, 255·5222.
J0/8
HANGGLIDER 5350. IN good shape, 243·4301
evenings.
10/8
197!1 MG MIDGET. Very low mileage, excellent
condition, caii884-8S47.
10/8

47 F'all back
49 Sun god
50 Bring to mind
52 Biblical
mountaln
54 French river
55 Apportions

OOWN
1 Having limits
2 Part of "to

be"

3 Stnall bird

Answer to Thursday's Puzzle

10 Responsible

11 Rusty-

13 Encourages
16 Exist
19Sullied
211nfirmity
23 Arias
25Wearies
27Gypsy
29StomaCh
32 Essence

33 Talks idly
341nsect
35 Brook

36 Crowns
37 Flat fish

47 Male sheep

48 Make lace
51 Business
40 Swiss river
abbr.
43 Tiller
44 Biblical weed 53 Scale note

